NEW BOOKS

**Certified paralegal review manual ; a practical guide to the CP exam preparation.**
BY : Virginia Koerselman Newman.

PUBLISHER : Delmar / Cengage Learning.  
CALL# : R340.023 N555c  [Reference]

Contents covers topics such as : ethics, legal research, legal terminology, general law, administrative law, bankruptcy law, contract law, criminal law, estate planning and probate, family law, litigation, real-estate law.

Includes self-test with answer key.

---

**Debtor/creditor relations in Kentucky.**
BY : University of Kentucky.

PUBLISHER : University of Kentucky : Office of Continuing Legal Education.  
CALL# : R346.73 D288  [Reference]

 Loose leaf updated.

---

**Dolson’s limited liability company forms.**
BY : Scot W, Dolson.

PUBLISHER : University of Kentucky : Office of Continuing Legal Education.  
CALL# : R346.7307 L734  [Reference]

The goal of this book is to provide a tool for lawyers to use in drafting the various legal documents necessary for the formation, capitalization, operation, and winding up of Kentucky Limited Liability Companies (LLC).

The book has five parts : Part I – Pre-formation; Part II – Formation of the LLC; Part III – Capitalization and Equity Compensation; Part IV – Completion of the LLC’s Organization and Part V – Redemptions, mergers and dissolution.
| Limited liability companies in Kentucky.  
BY : Scott W. Dolson, Editor.  
PUBLISHER : University of Kentucky : Office of Continuing Legal Education. CALL# : R346.7307 L734 [Reference]  
The goal of this book is to provide practitioners with a concise and comprehensive approach to the tools necessary for lawyers to counsel and advise clients on this complex and efficient business entity form. Chapters take the reader through an overview of the LLC entity and the Kentucky LLC Act, choice of entity considerations (both tax and non-tax), the formation, operation and statutory transaction issues which arise for the entity, etc. |
| Hot coffee.  
BY : Susan Saladoff.  
PUBLISHER : HBO Documentary Films CALL# : DVD346.7303 H832 [video-recording]  
Analyzes and discusses so called "frivolous law suits" and the impact of tort reform on the United States judicial system. Discusses several cases and relates each to tort reform in the U.S.: Liebeck v. McDonald's Restaurants (public relations campaign to instigate tort reform); Colin Gourley's malpractice lawsuit and caps on damages; the prosecution of Mississippi Justice Oliver Diaz and judicial elections; Jamie Leigh Jones v. Halliburton Co. and mandatory arbitration. Exposes how corporations spent millions on a propaganda campaign to distort Americans' view of lawsuits, forever changing the civil justice system. |
| Evaluation for child custody.  
BY : Geri S. W. Fuhrmann.  
PUBLISHER : Oxford University Press CALL# : 346.0173 F959e  
One of a 19 topical volume series that addresses best practices in forensic mental health assessment (FMHA) for particular types of evaluation in the criminal, civil and juvenile/family areas. This volume deals with child custody and discusses the relevant legal and psychological concepts, followed by a step-by-step description of the assessment process - from preparing for the evaluation to writing the report and testifying in court. |
Grace and grit: my fight for equal pay and fairness at Goodyear and beyond.
BY: Lilly M. Ledbetter.
PUBLISHER: Crown Archetype.
CALL#: 305.42 L472g

After 19 years of employment at Goodyear, the author discovered she was paid 40% less than her male counterparts. After the discovery, she filed a complaint with the Equal Employment Opportunities Commission and began the landmark discrimination lawsuit under Title VII and the Equal Pay Act. She lost the case on appeal, but ultimately in 2009 President Obama signed “The Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Restoration Act.”

How to fix copyright.
BY: William F. Patry.
PUBLISHER: Oxford University Press
CALL#: 346.0482 P314h

Copyright laws exist to protect the creative works of artists, authors and musicians, but do they work in the real world? The author presents the idea that copyright law needs to be re-written to adapt to our current technological world. He proposes that copyright law should be based on ACCESS and NOT OWNERSHIP of physical goods, creation by the masses and not the few, and global instead of regional markets. Copyright laws must match the times instead of fighting against the present and the future.